Ultrapure water for use in autoclaves and dental bottles
VistaPure is the next great addition to any dental office. VistaPure™ requires no electricity and uses a combination of water and air pressure to produce water for autoclaves, as well as filling dental bottles.

STOP BUYING WATER
With VistaPure™, there’s no more need to purchase heavy jugs of water for filling autoclaves and dental bottles. Distilled quality water for autoclaves is dispensed through the unique VistaPure™ wand and non-corrosive, high-quality water is always on tap through the sink-mounted faucet.

NO ELECTRICITY
VistaPure™ works on a combination of water and air pressure to deliver water to the wand and faucet. No electricity is required to have all the water your office needs.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
Physical filtration and deionization work to provide your office with the highest quality water, no chemicals needed. VistaPure’s efficient design minimizes the amount of wastewater produced during filtration.

FEATURES

1. DEIONIZATION
Autoclaves require ultrapure, zero TDS water. The deionization process in the VistaPure™ system ensures you’ll have the best water, right when you need it.

2. DUAL TDS METER
The onboard TDS meter constantly monitors water quality. A simple glance at the digital readout will let you know when its time to change your filters.

3. MODULAR DESIGN
While the VistaPure™ looks really complicated, we assure you that it’s a breeze to use. We don’t mess around with clumsy cosmetic covers, which only add cost and difficulty to get to the system.

4. EASY ACCESS
VistaPure™ is almost entirely hands off, but when you need access it couldn’t be any easier. Included rails allow for compact mounting under a countertop and slide-out access when it comes time to check TDS or change your filters.

BENEFITS

ACCESSORIES

WAND
Filling your autoclave is easy with the included wand. Just squeeze of the trigger to fill your autoclave with pure, distilled-quality water. No more lifting heavy jugs of water. No more back aches! And VistaPure’s new proprietary wand ensures no water will drip onto your cabinetry between uses.

TANK
Pure water for your autoclave is always available thanks to the 2.7-gallon storage capacity of the included storage tank. No more waiting for water to be made or purchasing water from the store. Better yet, the tank fits neatly under your sink, still leaving you plenty of room for other supplies.

FAUCET
A lead-free faucet mounts on or near the sink deck and provides non-corrosive water for the use with independent bottle systems or for drinking. No more five-gallon jugs!
why VistaPure®?

VistaPure™ is the easiest and most convenient way to have multiple qualities of water for your office. The proprietary handheld wand dispenses distilled-quality water for autoclaves, eliminating the need to buy, store, and pour jugs of water.

The countertop-mounted faucet conveniently dispenses non-corrosive quality water for filling delivery unit bottles and personal use throughout the office.

VistaPure™ and the included storage tank’s slim profile allows unobtrusive installation under a sink yet the included mounting rails allow for easy slide-out access.

If saving money and staff time is important to you, then consider including a VistaPure™ in your office’s workflow. Ask your favorite dental dealer for a VistaPure™ system today.

www.VistaResearchGroup.com/vistapure

Go online to watch a brief informational video about the VistaPure system.